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Introduction
There are both challenges and benefits to a sales role at a small or mid-sized business (SMB). Working in sales
at a smaller company usually means you have few resources to support sales efforts, deal with administrative
work, and provide professional guidance. On the flip side, there are usually fewer layers of bureaucracy so
it is easier to get things done. SMB sales professionals often appreciate having greater flexibility to delight
customers or to respond to changing market demands.
This study examines trends in selling among SMBs and endeavours to answer important questions. What has
changed for SMB sales teams in recent years? What are the main issues facing SMB sales teams? What is the
role of technology at small and mid-sized companies? We have also included a special section exploring the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The following report, sponsored by Zendesk, is based on an online survey of over 200 sales executives, sales
managers, and sales reps in the United Kingdom responsible for relationship selling in sales cycles with
multiple customer touchpoints at an SMB, defined as a company with fewer than 500 employees. This report
does not include feedback from individuals responsible for transactional selling such as cashiers or selfservice online sales. The goal of this survey was to capture hard data on trends in selling.

Key Findings
• SMB sales cycles are changing
- 96% say customers have changed in the past five years
- 75% report this change in customer behaviour is substantial
- 96% report younger generations have different expectations and behaviours
- Online sources drive the majority of the leads SMB sales reps prefer
• Modern SMB sales professionals deal with a range of challenges
- 92% report sales reps at SMBs face challenges
- Top challenges include contacts that don’t respond to phone calls, unpleasant customers, and
complicated systems for tracking sales
- 58% struggle to find great sales talent
- The qualifying stage is the most difficult step in the sales cycle
• Good technology enables strong sales relationships
- 94% of SMBs have adopted technology to improve the sales cycle
- 89% agree good technology is great for customer relationships
- 95% of SMB sales teams would benefit from additional CRM capabilities
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Detailed Findings: SMB sales cycles are changing
SMB customers have evolved significantly in the past five years
There are many factors that can impact the day-to-day life of a sales rep at a small or mid-sized company the quality of the product or service they are offering, local and global economic pressures, the mood of their
manager, and sometimes even the weather. However, every sales rep at every company is directly impacted by
one consistent thing - the expectations and behaviours of their customers.
SMB sales stakeholders consistently (96%) report that their customers have changed the past five years. The
biggest changes reported are in response to our increasingly digital world. More than half (52%) say that their
customers want to do more of their purchasing activities online. Just under half (45%) say that their buyers
are more informed, unsurprising given the high level of product and company reviews available from a quick
Google search. A similar number (42%) report that customers prefer to communicate digitally, which may be
an adjustment for sales reps that are highly skilled with phone or face-to-face interactions.
Many sales stakeholders report that their customers are making attempts to be more savvy buyers including
being more likely to negotiate (37%) or looking to understand how a product or service compares to a
competitive offering (42%). A few sales stakeholders report that they have noticed distinct changes in the
social behaviours of their customers including being less patient (27%) and an unfortunate tendency to be
rude (18%). Participants that took the time to write in “other” changes that they are seeing in their buyers
range from the pragmatic, such as wanting an immediate response, to the positive, including being more
open to relationship building.

In the past five years, how have expectations and behaviours
changed among the customers you sell to?
Choose all that apply.
Want to buy online

52%

Buyers are more informed

45%

Ask for comparisons with competitive offerings

42%

Prefer to communicate digitally

42%
37%

More likely to negotiate
27%

Increasingly less patient
18%

They are more likely to be rude
9%

Unwilling to work with a channel partner
1%

Other
Customer behaviours haven’t changed

4%
0%
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It is important to understand changing customer behaviours in context. If these changes were relatively
minor, it would not impact the day-to-day lives of SMB sales teams. However, this is not the case - the
changes in customer behaviour reported in the last five years are substantial.
Most (75%) chose strong language to describe the change including “significant” (58%) and “extreme”
(17%). A few sales stakeholders (23%) indicated the change was “notable,” while only a tiny number (2%)
characterised changing customer behaviours as “minimal.”

How would you characterize the level of changing customer
expectations and behaviours in the past five years?
Choose the one answer that most closely applies.
Minimal
2%
Notable
23%

By Company Size

Less than 100
16%
employees

30%

1%
Extreme

Extreme
17%

Significant
Notable
100 - 500
employees

Significant
58%

52%

75%

18%

61%

19%

2%

Minimal

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

n = customer behaviours have changed in past five years

It would be too simplistic to attribute all changes in customer expectations and behaviour to overall
generational changes in the customer base. Clearly that is not the only factor as the changes we examined in
the prior questions looked only at the past five years, not a big enough time frame to account for all changes.
However, SMB sales stakeholders are in agreement that their customers from younger generations (Gen Z and
Millennials) are different from customers in older generations (Baby Boomers and Gen X).
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Among SMB sales teams that sell to both older and younger generations, the vast majority (96%) report that
these are different. Survey participants report that these connected younger generations are more likely to
want to communicate using social media, text, WhatsApp and similar digital channels (50%), have done more
online research (38%), and prefer to purchase via self-service methods (25%). The differences go beyond
the digital though. Younger generations are more concerned about social and environmental impacts of the
products and services they are purchasing (31%), and they make buying decisions faster (34%). Interestingly,
while customers from younger generations are more price sensitive (32%), they are also easier to negotiate
with (26%). Some participants took the time to mention “other” differences, in particular, that younger
generations struggle to communicate their needs clearly.

In general, how are your customers from younger generations (i.e. Gen Z and Millennials)
different from customers in older generations (i.e. Baby Boomers and Gen X)?
Choose all that apply.
Want to communicate digitally (social media, text, WhatsApp, etc.)

50%

Have done more online research before engaging in a sales cycle

38%

Move more quickly with buying decisions

34%

Very price sensitive

32%

More concerned about social and environmental impacts

31%

More likely to contact customer support during buying process

28%

Easier to negotiate with

26%

Interested in self-service purchasing

25%

Other

1%

There is no difference

4%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

n = sell to both younger and older generations of customers
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SMB customers have high expectations
SMB sales stakeholders report that their customers have high expectations for their sales communications.
Most say that it is important to their customers that they can communicate via phone or social media or
whatever channel they prefer (69%) and that they expect a fast response (68%).
Which of the following are important to your customers
during the buying experience?
Choose all that apply.
80%

68%

69%

Fast response times

Communication using preferred channels
(phone, social media, etc.)

60%
40%
20%
0%

Online sources are driving the majority of lead gen for SMBs
Incoming leads can be an important source of pipeline for small businesses. This study examines both where
leads for SMB sales teams come from, as well as the quality of those leads.
The top lead sources reported by SMB sales stakeholders are all digital. This includes their company website (67%),
social media (58%), online advertising via adwords and banner ads (54%), and email or content marketing (44%).
More traditional lead sources continue to be a factor for many SMB sales organisations. This includes
referrals (35%), non-digital advertising including print, radio, and billboard (30%), in-person events including
conferences and trade shows (28%), offline networking (22%), media coverage (29%), and outbound sales
efforts such as telemarketing (24%).
Where do you get sales leads?
Choose all that apply.
67%

Website
58%

Social media
Digital or online advertising (adwords, banner ads, etc.)

54%

Email or content marketing

44%
35%

Referrals or word-of-mouth
30%

Traditional advertising (print, radio, billboard, etc.)
PR or media coverage

29%

In person events (conferences, trade shows, etc.)

28%
24%

Outbound sales or telemarketing
Offline networking

22%
0%
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There are some notable differences in lead sources reported by the mid-sized companies in our study and the
smallest companies, likely a reflection of the larger budgets and additional marketing resources. Companies
with 100 - 500 employees were more likely to report that they got sales leads from almost every type of lead
source including digital sources, traditional advertising, and events. The clear exception to this trend is in
referrals and word-of-mouth leads. Many more small companies (40%) reported getting these direct referral
leads than their mid-sized counterparts (33%).
Where do you get sales leads?
Choose all that apply.
60%

Website
37%

Digital or online advertising (adwords, banner ads, etc.)

61%

43%
45%

Email or content marketing
17%

Traditional advertising (print, radio, billboard, etc.)

38%

19%

PR or media coverage

Less than 100 employees
100 - 500 employees

34%
40%
33%

Referrals or word-of-mouth

24%
30%

In person events (conferences, trade shows, etc.)
16%

Outbound sales or telemarketing

28%

23%
22%

Offline networking
0%
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SMB sales teams prefer leads from online advertising and social media
In addition to examining lead sources, this research wanted to understand the quality of those leads. We
asked the sales stakeholders in our study to prioritise their top two sources of leads. Social media (35%),
corporate websites (34%) and digital advertising (30%) remained at the top of the list. Interestingly, at least
some participants indicated every lead source was one of the best sales leads.
Where do you get your BEST sales leads?
Choose up to 2 of the following.
Social media

35%

Website

34%

Digital or online advertising (adwords, banner ads, etc.)

30%

Email or content marketing

16%

Referrals or word-of-mouth

11%

In person events (conferences, trade shows, etc.)

8%

Traditional advertising (print, radio, billboard, etc.)

4%

PR or media coverage

4%

Outbound sales or telemarketing

4%

Offline networking

2%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Sales reps lead preferences did vary based on the service or product sold. SMBs selling digital products such
as media or software were most likely to prefer online advertising (39%), while referrals were most effective
for sellers of personal or business services (19%).

SMBs sell on expertise, not price
Pricing and discounting can be a powerful tool in a sales cycle but is certainly not the only factor
when establishing the value of a product or service. Offering a higher quality product, or having a deep
understanding of a niche market can be more important than the price when making a purchase. The SMB
sales stakeholders in our study typically do not focus on price to compete. The vast majority (84%) agree that
their customers are looking to them for expertise, not just a low price.
"Our customers buy from us because of our expertise, not
because we offer the lowest price."
Disagree
16%

Agree
84%
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Detailed Findings: Modern SMB sales professionals deal with a
range of challenges
SMB sales reps must overcome multiple issues
Relationship selling is not an easy job. Building connections, delivering value, and handling a wide range of
customer demands requires skill and persistence. SMB stakeholders report a range of issues that are faced by
frontline sales reps - either for themselves or the individuals they manage.
Most (92%) sales reps at small or mid-sized businesses face challenges. These include reaching contacts that
just don’t answer their phones (34%), dealing with unpleasant customers (30%), working with complicated
systems (25%), sorting through noisy leads to find the few qualified prospects (23%), spending time on dataentry instead of selling (24%), and more.
What challenges do your company’s sales reps face?
Choose all that apply.
Contacts are less likely to respond to phone calls

34%

Customers are less pleasant

30%

Systems (i.e. CRM) for tracking sales are complicated

25%

Too much data-entry takes time away from selling

24%

Marketing campaigns generate too much noise with people that
will never buy

23%

Lack of job stability

22%

Too many tools to juggle

20%

Prospecting is tedious

20%

Quotas are unrealistic

13%

There are no challenges

8%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Relationship selling typically involves a wide range of steps. First, identify and connect with prospects:
generate leads with enough contact information for a sales rep to start the cycle, make contact with those
leads through the desired communication channel, and then determine if there is an opportunity to sell or
if you’re dealing with a tire-kicker. Next, establish value and finalise the details: develop a compelling quote
that meets the prospect’s needs, respond to any objections or concerns, and negotiate on any sticking points
in a way that doesn’t impact profits. Even once value is clearly established, it requires additional work to close
the deal. And even then the great relationship selling rep is not done, as there is an opportunity to increase
the lifetime value of that customer: upselling to additional products or services that will also add value, and
establishing customer satisfaction to prevent churn.
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The vast majority (94%) of sales teams do struggle with some part of the sales cycle but certain steps in the
sales cycle are particularly difficult for SMB sales reps. The most difficult part of selling reported in this study
is at the beginning. More than a third (38%) report that they have difficulties qualifying leads. Traditionally
closing has been considered a difficult step in the sales cycle, but among SMB sales stakeholders only a few
(14%) cite their sales teams as struggling to close.
What steps in the sales cycle are most difficult for your sales team?
Choose up to 3 of the following.
45%
38%

40%

33%

35%

29%

30%
25%

25%

23%

22%

20%

15%

15%

16%

14%

10%

6%

5%
0%

Lead
generation

Connecting
to leads

Qualifying
leads

Quote
development

Objection
handling

Negotiations

Closing

Upselling and Customer
Selling is not
expansion retention and difficult at any
churn
stage
prevention

Finding sales talent is difficult for SMBs
Given how difficult the sales job is, it’s not surprising that many sales managers face challenges in recruiting
sales talent. More than half (58%) of SMB sales stakeholders report that they struggle to find great sales
talent. This trend was consistent among both mid-sized (59%) and small (57%) companies.

Does your organisation struggle to find great sales talent?

No
42%
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Detailed Findings: Good technology enables strong
sales relationships
Technology use is ubiquitous among SMB sales teams
Enterprise sales technology was not a practical choice for small and mid-sized businesses for many years.
The cost and resources required to set up and host the required infrastructure were simply too high to make
business sense, as were the licensing fees. More recently, innovations in cloud applications have removed
barriers to entry for SMBs, and vendors have built solutions to meet the needs and budgets of smaller
enterprises. It is now possible for even the smallest companies to use a range of technology applications
during their sales cycle without needing to hire IT staff.
SMBs are taking advantage of these technology innovations. The vast majority (94%) have invested in some
form of sales technology. Ecommerce and online selling capabilities top the list (44%) followed closely by
online meeting applications (43%). Social media management tools (38%), marketing automation (35%), and
CRM (34%) are also common.

Has your company adopted any technology solutions to improve the sales cycle?
Choose all that apply.
Web sales or ecommerce

44%

Online meetings (Zoom, GotoMeeting, etc.)

43%

Social media management tools

38%

Marketing automation

35%

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

34%

Custom app for customers

21%

Self-serve tools for developing quotes

21%

ROI calculators or automated business plan generation

13%

Consolidated channel communication

7%

We have not adopted any technology

6%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Unsurprisingly, mid-sized companies have invested in technology more than their small counterparts, but
the differences were fairly minimal. Even the smallest SMBs report that they are investing in technology
solutions to aid sales.
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Technology is good for selling
SMBs are reporting good results from their sales technology investments. Almost all SMB sales stakeholders
(95%) report benefiting from their technology investment. Customers are more satisfied and more likely to
give referrals (40%), sales reps are more productive (39%), they have better lead conversion (29%), the overall
life-time-value of each customer is higher (34%), partners are more effective (28%), it’s easier to qualify and
filter out bad leads (30%), and win rates are higher (32%).
What business benefits has your company seen since adopting
technology to improve the sales cycle?
Choose all that apply.
Higher customer satisfaction and referrals

40%
39%

Sales reps are more productive
Increased customer life-time-value

34%

Improved win rates

32%
30%

Easier to filter out bad leads
Better lead conversion

29%
28%

Enables partners to be more effective
There has been no benefit

5%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

n= have made a technology investment

These benefits are not inconsequential. SMB sales stakeholders are in broad agreement (89%) that good
technology has a significant positive impact on customer relationships.

"Good technology has a significant positive
impact on customer relationships."
Disagree
11%

Agree
89%
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SMBs would benefit from additional CRM capabilities
Customer Relationship Management, or CRM, was built specifically for the needs of relationship sales. With
a CRM system, reps can track contacts, opportunities, pipelines, and deals. CRM has traditionally been a huge
enterprise investment, but that has changed in recent years. As reported above, a third (34%) of SMBs have
invested in a CRM system to improve their sales outcomes.
It is particularly notable that CRM investments correlate to higher benefits reported from technology
investments. For example, 46% of SMBs that have invested in CRM say that their sales reps are more
productive because of technology, compared to only 36% of those without CRM. Similarly, more SMBs that
had adopted CRM said their technology was responsible for better lead conversation (41% vs. 23%), higher
customer satisfaction and referrals (47% vs 37%), and increased customer lifetime value (40% vs. 30%).
What business benefits has your company seen since adopting
technology to improve the sales cycle?
Choose all that apply.
47%

Higher customer satisfaction and referrals

37%
46%

Sales reps are more productive

36%
41%

Better lead conversion

23%
40%

Increased customer life-time-value

No CRM
38%

Easier to filter out bad leads

25%
35%

Improved win rates

31%
34%

Enables partners to be more effective

24%
0%
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SMB sales teams want even more from their CRM systems. Almost all sales stakeholders (95%) indicated that
their sales teams would benefit from additional CRM capabilities including reports that analyze and compare
activities (37%), customisable performance dashboards (34%), automated call tracking and analytics across
both desktop and mobile (33%), integration with other systems for a single view of activities with a specific
contact (32%), and much more.

Which of the following capabilities would your sales team find beneficial?
Choose all that apply.
Visual activity reports that analyze and compare activity volume

37%

Customisable and easy-to-use performance dashboard

34%

Automatic call tracking and analytics for desktop and mobile

33%

Integration with customer support and messaging systems for single
view of contact activities

32%

Email tracking including open and click alerts

31%

Ability to access all capabilities from a mobile app

29%

Customisable to integrate with other applications or internal
databases

25%

Bulk emailing with personalized templates

25%

Actionable lists (autodialer, bulk email, etc.) that update in real-time

21%

We wouldn’t find any of these beneficial

5%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Interestingly, both SMBs that already have a CRM and those that don’t have a similar interest in more
capabilities, demonstrating an opportunity for CRM vendors to innovate and do a better job meeting the
needs of their customers at smaller companies.
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It goes without saying: COVID-19 (sometimes referred to as coronavirus) changed the world in 2020. SMB
sales teams are no exception. This survey was fielded between May 11 and May 21, in the heart of the 2020
pandemic. This research demonstrates that the impact on sales stakeholders and small and mid-sized
companies has been significant:
- 98% have changed sales operations as a result of COVID-19
- 58% of sales team members that used to work in an office now work at home
- 95% report a negative impact on sales reps
- 88% have purchased or plan to purchase new technology because of COVID-19
Almost all SMB sales stakeholders say their teams have changed the way they operate as a direct result of
COVID-19. Some changes were tactical, including more online and fewer face-to-face meetings (55%), a
movement out of offices into work-from-home environments (58%), and a reduction in rep travel (36%).
Some changes have been more strategic including evolving communication styles (34%), changing focus away
from new business acquisition into customer retention (34%), and even changing product packages or service
offerings (27%). Participants mentioned multiple “other” operational changes including changing pipeline
management to deal with uncertain timelines and refocusing on local markets due to difficulties in moving
physical products.

How has the COVID-19 outbreak changed the way your sales team operates?
Choose all that apply.
Team members that used to work in an office now work at home

58%

More online and fewer face-to-face meetings

55%

Reps travel less

36%

Changed focus to customer retention and away from new business

34%

Communication styles have evolved

34%

Packaging or offerings have changed

27%

Other

2%

COVID-19 has not changed the way we operate

2%
0%
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SMB sales teams have seen negative impacts (95%). The impact has been felt throughout the sales cycle:
leads are down (34%), it’s harder to convert leads to sales (34%), existing customers have been lost (30%), and
prices have dropped (23%). Many of the impacts have been very personal for sales reps. They are distracted by
health concerns, childcare duties, and other non-work stress (30%), and it has been hard to maintain morale
and culture (32%). Even worse, many have had to lay off their sales staff (24%) and team members have
become sick because of COVID-19 (32%).

How has the COVID-19 outbreak negatively impacted your sales team?
Choose all that apply.
Harder to convert leads to sales

34%

Fewer leads

34%

Team members have become sick

32%

Forced to quickly make significant changes to sales process

32%

Difficulty maintaining morale and team culture

32%

Reps are distracted by non-work stress (health, childcare
duties, etc.)

30%

Loss of existing customers

30%

We’ve been forced to lay off staff

24%

Reduced prices

23%

COVID-19 has not negatively impacted our sales team

5%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Many SMBs (88%) are looking to technology to help deal with some of the impacts of COVID-19. About half
(49%) have already adopted new technology to enable changes to work-from-home, sales processes, and
other factors, and a further third (39%) have plans to do so.
Have you adopted any new technology as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic?
No
12%

Yes
49%
Not yet, but
we plan to
39%

88%
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Survey Methodology and Participant Demographics
An online survey was sent to independent sources of sales professionals working at small and mid-sized
businesses. A total of 203 qualified individuals completed the survey. All worked in sales roles at companies
in the United Kingdom with less than 500 employees. Participants were all responsible for relationshipselling in deals with multiple customer touchpoints. This study does not include feedback from individuals
responsible for transactional selling such as cashiers or self-service online sales.
Participants represented a mix of companies including both small (less than 100 employees) and mid-sized
(100 - 500 employees) organisations selling a range of solutions. A variety of questions were asked on general
sales trends, experiences with technology, and more. Responses were captured between May 11 and May 21, 2020.

Company Size (# of employees)

Average Deal Size
Less than £100
2%

Less than 100
employees
37%
100 - 500
employees
63%

More than £10,000
19%

£1,000 - £10,000
53%

Typical Customer

Main Solution Sold
Mostly
consumers
26%

Even mix
of both
45%

Mostly
businesses
29%

Business services
12%
Personal
services
11%

Older than 55
(Baby Boomer)
30%

Job Level
18 - 24 (Gen Z)
11%

25 - 39
(Millennial)
35%
40 - 55 (Gen X)
25%

Physical
products
45%

Digital products
or software
32%

Age
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About Dimensional Research
Dimensional Research® provides practical market research for technology companies. We partner with
our clients to deliver actionable information that reduces risks, increases customer satisfaction, and grows
the business. Our researchers are experts in the applications, devices, and infrastructure used by modern
businesses and their customers. For more information, visit dimensionalresearch.com.

About Zendesk
The best customer experiences are built with Zendesk.
Zendesk is a CRM company that builds flexible support, sales, and customer engagement software that is
quick to implement and scales to meet changing needs. From large enterprises to startups, we believe that
powerful, innovative customer experiences should be within reach for every company, no matter the size,
industry or ambition. Zendesk serves more than 160,000 customers across a multitude of industries in over
30 languages. Zendesk is headquartered in San Francisco and operates 17 offices worldwide. Learn more at
www.zendesk.com.
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